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Whether it’s purchasing a single passenger van for a school district in a small rural
town, or replacing a fleet of 500 utility trucks for a major metropolitan city, our company
will go above and beyond to meet your needs.
>> Not yet a member of Sourcewell click here

VIEW STOCK ORDERS

Vehicle Purchasing for Your Government Agency

WHO WE ARE:
National Auto Fleet Group (NAFG) is a minority family-owned all-in-one vehicle vendor that caters to government agencies across the United States. With two generations of
experience, we understand the complexities involved in government fleet vehicle purchasing. Our fast, reliable, and hassle-free Sourcewell vehicle contracts empower members to
seek alternatives to the tedious bidding process. Our effective and simple online quoting system offers resources to assist public agencies with a variety of fleet purchasing solutions.
NAFG & SOURCEWELL:
Sourcewell holds hundreds of competitively solicited contracts ready for use. Their concept is simple: “we do the bidding for you.” Sourcewell is a government agency that has fulfilled
the bidding requirements on behalf of their members.
As a Sourcewell vendor with two awarded contracts, NAFG has revolutionized government vehicle purchasing by linking our nationwide network of manufacturers and upfitters to meet
agency upfitting needs.
SOURCEWELL CONTRACTS:
Contract # 091521-NAF offers class 1-3 light duty trucks, cars, vans, SUVs, cab chassis, electric vehicles with all upfitting.
Contract # 060920-NAF offers class 4-8 chassis with related equipment with all upfitting to government entities.

OUR MISSION:
Our motto is simple – provide hassle-free purchasing so you can save valuable time and money that could be spent on other projects. With thousands of public agencies as members,
NAFG continues to excel in delivering exceptional customer service.
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NAFG’s story:

NAFG was founded on the premise of introducing hassle-free fleet
procurement options to government agencies. On average, government
procurement employees spend an excessive amount of time and money on
the traditional bidding process. Our innovative approach allows members
to simplify the purchasing process to just three minimal steps: request a
quote, get approval and issue a purchase order all based off contract.

Our objective is to transform and streamline the purchasing process to
reflect the fast paced and modern society we live in today. With a team of
over 50 years of experience servicing public agencies through contracts,
NAFG is turning this goal into a reality.

Our journey began when we acquired our Chevrolet of Watsonville
dealership franchise in August of 2008. Following a chance meeting with
one of the founders of NJPA, now Sourcewell, we were able to envision the
integration of their government contract to offer vehicles to government
agencies. This partnership, along with our experience in government fleet
purchasing and contracts, became our pathway to success.

After being awarded our first Sourcewell government vehicle contract in
2011, we grew from providing vehicles from ten agencies to thousands of
agencies across the United States. In addition to providing light duty
vehicles, we have witnessed a tremendous growth on the heavy-duty
division of our company. By offering contract solutions as an alternative to
bidding, NAFG has become a leader in the government fleet market.

Our story is not over yet! Since winning over 5 Sourcewell contracts
throughout the past decade, we are continuing to grow by marketing to
potential members every day.

NAFG strives to create a diverse and inclusive work environment for our
employees by valuing each individual’s unique perspective. Many of our
original employees that started with the company are still here to this day.

From obtaining a quote, vehicle, vehicle delivery, every stage of the vehicle
ordering process will be addressed. Our team at NAFG eagerly awaits to
hear from you! Please contact us via email, phone, or live chat to discuss
your possibilities! We are passionate about what we do and will continue to
reinvent and support the government procurement process by building a
foundation of trust with all agencies and members.

Important Factory Deadlines

CHECK FOR SAFETY RECALLS!

CHECK FOR SAFETY RECALLS!
 

NON PROFITS: PLEASE CALL
IN FOR PRICING
 
 
NAFG is proud to announce ALAN JAY AUTOMOTIVE
NETWORK as a qualified partner to our National Contract serving
members in the states of Florida, Alabama, Georgia, North
Carolina and South Carolina with products from Chevrolet,
Cadillac, GMC, Buick, Nissan, KIA, Ford, Chrysler, Jeep,
Scion, Toyota, Lincoln, Dodge, Jeep and Ram
 
Click here for Factory Order Cut Off Dates
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